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Picture of the High Street by David Peacock, published in the County magazine of December 1985.
As we trawl through the archives, various names and characters repeatedly come up and, of course, many of them lived or worked
round about the High Street. One such was Jabez Smith initally a saddler/harness maker and later better known as the Postmaster.
Jabez was born in Hailsham in April 1818. At the age of 13, he became a currier (i.e. saddler etc) in Wadhurst and regularly attended
Shovers Green Strict Baptist Church. The tannery workshop was then at ‘Prospect House’ situated on the site of ‘The Lodge’ today.
On his marriage to Elizabeth Barham, they moved to ‘Winders’ at the corner of Washwell Lane though there was no saddlery there
at that time. They had five children. Jabez continued to work as a currier until January 1851 when he became Post Master, the first
one that Wadhurst ever had. Previously, mails had come from Hawkhurst.
Around 1866, Jabez and Jane Ann moved down to a cottage adjacent to Blackman House, adding a shop front to form a butcher’s
shop for their son, Rowland. Jabez would eventually establish his Post Office on this site, now Jackie Martel’s, though the original
building was completely demolished. A pair of new shops were erected on the site in 1888 – one for the Post Office later run by sonin-law, John Casterton; and the other, in the name of his son-in-law, Thomas Boyes, was a saddlery. W G Boyes, (b. 1878), Thomas’
eldest son, would sell the property to Bill Goble in 1961 and move to Hillside.
Jabez was Post Master for nearly 48 years retiring only on the death of his wife in 1899. For many years he was the only paid official
doing not only the office work but also the deliveries. As the Courier report said when announcing his death in April 1907: “He
won the esteem and respect of all by his courteous and obliging manner. It can be confidently said of him that he never made an
enemy.......living a consistent and temperate life, he was loved and respected for his kind-hearted, genial and happy disposition.”
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SEPTEMBER 2017
Murder, Sex and Mayhem in English
Churches
by
John Vigar
John Vigar, an Ecclesiastical Historian and the author
of books on English Churches, lives in Swaffham in
Norfolk but as he explained during his informative and
frequently very amusing talk, his life is spent in churches
in many places and he regards church buildings as his
natural environment. His audience thoroughly enjoyed
and appreciated the way in which he was able to bring to
life and make accessible the visual historical recording to
be found in English churches.

gaddchapman@tiscali.co.uk

During his talk, John referred to many churches, in
different counties of England, from Kent to North
Yorkshire and to the West Country. The accompanying
photos showed the beauty and antiquity of the buildings
as well as demonstrating the visual imagery to be
discovered in this rich heritage. John’s amused and
fascinated audience quickly discovered the reason for the
choice of title!
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The mayhem and murder referred to can be seen in all
types of art, wall paintings, carving, statues and later
stained-glass, within the ancient buildings and refers
back to a time when this recording of what was important
to people living then, was mainly captured in visual
imagery. In earlier centuries religion played a central
role in the lives of ordinary people and this is reflected in
the decoration of their places of worship.
For most of us nowadays, the action of entering a
church brings with it an expectation of an atmosphere of
peace and tranquillity. Not always so for our forebears!
Although the churches were built as places of worship to
the Glory of God they were full of the preferred imagery
of the age, reminding the viewer that these were often
violent times. Then as now, through generations of faith
people have wanted to have their favourite images in
churches and for hundreds of years this meant including
many representations of the saints. The wall paintings to
be seen in ancient churches often show the gory end to
which many saints came. St Catherine, a great favourite
with worshippers, is seen being beheaded, while poor St
Agatha suffered even worse mutilation as a method of
execution, as shown on her tomb at Church Horton.
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The representational styles used are many, varied and
fascinating. The mural of the Martyrdom of St Edmund
at the hands of the Viking invaders in the church at
Bishop’s Bourne just outside Canterbury is an example
of the use of exaggeration of parts of the image in order
to emphasise their importance to the story. The ‘baddies’
in the image, carrying out the torture, have hats, always
a sign of trouble, and very large noses! Nobody could
miss the implication that they were not good news!

Talks during 2017/18
Your new Membership cards will give you
all the 2018 talks and speakers.
Wed 8th November: The River Thames – London’s Liquid
History - by Stuart Robinson.
Wed 13th Annual General Meeting, mince pies, mulled wine and
entertainment.
2018 – Thurs, 11th January – Ightham Mote – Life Upstairs
Downstairs – by Heather Woodward.
Wed 7th February: The Belgian Royal Family – Murder,
Madness and Mayhem – by Melanie Barton-Gibson.

How did the artists of the Middle Ages know what
to include when illustrating churches? Clearly, they
needed source material, particularly when representing
saints who were not home grown and apparently used a
book called “The Golden Legends” for this purpose. A
painting based on an illustration from this book of the
martyrdom of St Christopher, who was Syrian, shows
this. When the local leaders became fed up with St
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to be found inside, and carvings to be found both inside
and outside of ancient churches. The references made
in the subject matter of the carvings were part of life
in earlier more robust times, and clearly described the
accepted norm of an approach to gender interaction
which our Victorian forebears found insupportable.

Christopher’s good works, he was ordered to be shot with
arrows which glanced off, leaving him unscathed, so he
was beheaded by a sword. The arrows and sword are
seen over-sized and once again, the executioners are not
prepossessing. This detail is present although the saint’s
legend is not English - a reminder that England shares a
religious heritage, and therefore shared stories of saints,
with many other lands.

The Victorian mindset resulted in some art works,
notably woodcarvings, being mutilated to remove more
obvious physical attributes contributing to the meaning.
Unfortunately, the willingness to desecrate the imagery
of an earlier age continues today as was shown ten years
ago when religious bigotry led to the completion of the
destruction begun by Puritans, of an ancient sculpture in
a West Sussex church.

Church images can be an important primary source for
historical accuracy. The depiction of the Martyrdom of
St. Thomas à Becket, dating from 1220, in a Chichester
Church is a case in point. Given that the murder of
Archbishop Thomas took place in 1170 this can be
regarded as a contemporary recording and with the artist
using current and therefore more likely to be accurate
information, to provide the details of what took place.

The Victorians also resorted to the creation of stories to
explain the subject matter of the art work that they found
unacceptable. The figures to be seen in many early art
works are not the witches and gremlins of Victorian
imagination but male and female figures clearly engaging
in consuming as much alcohol as possible and then in
the very basic and physical side of life and procreation.
Many of the Medieval ‘Doom’ illustrations, make clear
that this will be paid for at the Day of Judgement, but
appear to accept that it will happen as part of life and
other good works must be relied upon to make entry into
Heaven an option!

However not all paintings share the same provenance.
One of a female form crucified upside down proved to be
a made-up saint who never existed, but was the product
of inferior pilgrimage badges brought back from various
destinations and so a story was created of a female saint
who never existed! A fascinating insight into gossip and
misrepresentation existing in earlier ages as it does today.
The murder and mayhem recorded in churches covers
the centuries and when glazed windows became possible,
stained-glass was used to record stories. Although some
windows were destroyed during the Reformation and the
time of the Commonwealth, and by time and war since,
others have survived. The death of King Charles 1 was
regarded as a Martydom when the monarchy was restored
and by this stage stained-glass was a viable option and so
there are notable examples of church windows dedicated
to the executed king. His end was also recorded in
church art of all kinds in many locations. The time of
the Commonwealth also had its martyrs remembered
in churches, notably the execution of the leaders of the
Levellers in 1649, recorded by a plaque on the wall of
Burford church.

The explanation for the Victorian cover-up was that stories
of fertility were created to mask characters so explicit
that they would, even now, potentially be regarded as
pornographic. Images from numbers of churches across
Norfolk, Leicestershire and Kent and indeed cathedrals
including Lincoln and Rochester, illustrate that these
art works do indeed represent an age in which “people
did not have the same hang-ups”. Many of the images
of Murder, Sex and Mayhem recorded in our churches
reflect a time when churches were used by people with
an experience and perception of daily life, very different
from our own, and who have left us a remarkable record
of life, and death, as they perceived it.

England’s social history can be traced through the
decoration of her churches and the sad association
with the slave trade is echoed in the life and death of
19th century cleric, Bishop John Patteson.
Bishop
Patteson was a Victorian, who rose to become Bishop
of Melanesia and was killed by Solomon Islanders, who
mistakenly believed him to be associated with the taking
of their countrymen as slaves. The Victorians recorded
his martyrdom in stained-glass in the highly coloured
style typical of the age.

Judy Alexander.
*****

October 2017
Edith Cavell
by Laton Frewen

The impact on daily lives of community tragedies
continued to be represented. The mass drowning resulting
from a bridge collapse is to be seen in Yarmouth and the
impact of smuggling on whole communities is recorded
in more than one West Country church. Misericord
carvings contribute strongly to social commentary and
serve as a reminder that there was a wide social division
between the congregation, down in the nave, and the
clergy in the chancel. The subject matter of the carvings
varies according to where they were positioned. Basic
for the congregation, more elevated for the clergy.

Nurse Edith Cavell was executed by a German firing
squad on the 12th October 1915 and so it was timely
to have a presentation on the life of this remarkably
courageous woman on the exact anniversary of her
death. Laton Frewen’s talk was in two parts: the first
dealing with her life, and work, the second with the
impact of her execution. He prefaced his account
with a brief introduction in which he stressed that her
family name should be pronounced to rhyme with
‘travel’ and not, as many still persist in thinking,
‘hell’.

The strong message from medieval church art is that
life in earlier times was for most people bleak, tending
to be short and often brutal. People therefore wanted to
get on and live life as fully as possible, emotions were
near the surface and expressed more freely and without
the inhibitions which became particularly notable in
Victorian times.

Edith Cavell, the eldest child of the Reverend
Frederick and Louisa Cavell was born on the 4th
December 1865 in the Norfolk village of Swardeston,.
Her birthplace is still standing. From an early age
she learnt the virtues of philanthropy (the family
would routinely give part of its food to the needy in
the parish) and showed a marked artistic gift which
remained with her throughout her life. As a child, she

The sex element in the title of this talk became clear when
referencing the actual meaning of many of the misericords
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even stating that soldiers she had helped had written to
her having arrived safely back in Britain. The penalty
for this offence was death and Edith was sentenced
to be executed by firing squad. Despite international
appeals for mercy, the sentence was upheld and she
was executed on 12th October, aged 49.

raised £5 towards the cost of building of a new Sunday
school by selling her drawings and the local bishop
was so impressed that he donated the remaining £295
needed.
Between 1882 and 1884 she attended three different
boarding schools (being expelled from one for
smoking!) and in 1887 her father found her first
position as a governess. Her fourth position involved
her spending five years in Brussels looking after the
four children of the François family. During this period
she became fluent in French and spent her spare time
developing her painting. In her twenties there was
a romantic attachment to her cousin Eddy. Although
the feeling was mutual, it never led to a proposal of
marriage and Edith remained single for the rest of her
life.

The description of Edith Cavell’s last days was the most
moving part of Laton’s talk: how she took communion
with the Revd. Stirling Gahan, the Anglican Chaplain
events and said that “Patriotism is not enough, I must
have no hatred or bitterness towards anyone”, the
horrifying details of her execution and how one young
German soldier who refused to take part in her shooting
was shot through the head by an officer and left to lie
next to Edith’s lifeless body.
Edith was initially buried next to Saint–Gilles prison
and after the war this grave was visited by King
George V and the Queen of Belgium. The body was
then exhumed (apparently it had hardly decomposed)
and was conveyed back to Britain for a memorial
service in Westminster Abbey. One the fascinating
details given in Laton’s talk was that the railway
wagon used to convey the body to London ended up
on the Kent and East Sussex Railway. It now resides,
fully restored, at Bodiam station. We also learnt that
one of the pall bearers at the memorial service was a
Sergeant Tunmore , a native of Norfolk and one of the
first soldiers to be helped by Edith. Apparently she said
that “she would do anything to help a Norfolk man”.
Edith’s body was eventually laid to rest in the grounds
of Norwich Cathedral.

In the spring of 1895 Edith’s father fell seriously
ill and she returned from Brussels to help care for
him. This experience inspired her to take up nursing
as a profession and at the age of 30 she embarked
on four years of training at the London Hospital in
Whitechapel under the Matron, Eva Luckes. In
autumn 1897, during her second year as a probationer,
Edith was assigned to work in Maidstone during a
typhoid fever epidemic and for her dedication to duty
she was awarded a medal – the only medal she ever
received. After her training she worked in various
hospitals in England and as a private travelling nurse
treating patients in their homes until, in 1907, she
was recruited by Dr Antoine Depage to be matron of
a newly established nursing school, L’École Belge
d’Infirmières Diplômées, (or The Berkendael Medical
Institute) in Brussels. By 1910 she considered the
profession of nursing sufficiently established in
Belgium to warrant her launching a professional
nursing journal, L’Infirmière and by the following year
she had become a training nurse for three hospitals, 24
schools, and 13 kindergartens.

The execution of Edith Cavell prompted widespread
revulsion and condemnation even amongst some of
Germany’s allies and supporters. Indeed the Kaiser
was so appalled at the strength of the reaction and
vilification that he decreed that henceforward no
woman should be subject to capital punishment
without his explicit authorisation. To the allies Edith
became an iconic figure and a potent propaganda tool
- her death being cited as another example of German
barbarity comparable to the sinking of the Lusitania
and the burning of the library at Louvain. It prompted
a stream of posters, commemorative cards and other
items of propaganda that served to stir up anti-German
feeling in potential allies and to stimulate recruitment
into the forces (and to lead to Edith becoming the most
popular name for female babies).

Her father died in 1910 and, despite having become
a virtual workaholic, she visited her widowed mother
regularly every summer. Consequently she was in
Norfolk when the First World War broke out in August
1914 but returned to Brussels immediately. Her clinic
and nursing school became under the control of the
Red Cross and converted into a hospital for wounded
soldiers of all nationalities. When the Germans
occupied Brussels she agreed to be subject to German
military control and signed an undertaking not to
engage in any anti-German activities. Her strong
Anglican beliefs impelled her to try to save the lives
of soldiers from both sides without discrimination.
However, she became increasingly outspoken in her
opposition to German actions and by November, in
contravention of her undertaking, she had started
to help allied soldiers escape across the border to
the Netherlands, often sheltering them in her house
and providing them with false identification papers.
Over a six month period around 80 soldiers around
100 French and Belgian civilians of military age
managed to escape with her aid and the Germans
became increasingly suspicious. Edith was eventually
betrayed by Gaston Quien, a Belgian collaborator and
on 3rd August 1915 she was arrested and imprisoned
in Saint–Gilles prison where she was held for ten
weeks, two of them in solitary confinement.

Laton concluded his talk with a brief survey of the
monuments, plaques, memorabilia and other means
used to commemorate the life and death of Edith
Cavell. These have ranged from plates, stamps and
coins, plaques, imposing memorial statues (such as the
one at the intersection of St Martins Lane and Charing
Cross Road in London) to mountains named in her
honour (Mount Edith Cavell in the Canadian Rockies).
However, one of the most intimate is the stained glass
window in St Mary’s Church, Swardeston where her
story began and where a flower festival in her memory
is held every 12th October.
Arthur Dewar
Thank you to all those throughout the year who have
written the summaries of our talks.

Edith was accused of treason and tried by court martial
under German military law. The night before her trial
she signed a statement freely admitting her guilt and
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14th October 2017:

over the secular and religious life of the town and
could demand taxes, tithes and penances. When Henry
VIII sought to divorce Catherine of Aragon because
he needed a son and hoped that Anne Boleyn would
provide him with that dynastic necessity, he seized that
opportunity to reform the church and liquidate most of
its accumulated assets – and that included the Abbey of
Faversham.

A Day Trip to Faversham.
8.30 at the Greyhound on a Saturday morning is quite a
challenge but we did all manage it and were greeted by
our very own Adrian so we knew we were in safe hands.
He took us the scenic route via Three Chimneys and
Pluckley and we appreciated the chances to see over the
hedges and fences and be impressed by some of those
wonderful properties along the way.

We were able to see the raised ground where the abbey
(bigger it is said than Canterbury Cathedral) once stood
but nothing of the building itself. On the other hand we
could admire the comfortable gatehouse which became
the luxury home of Thomas Arden, a local 16th century
businessman. Unfortunately, Thomas was murdered by
assassins hired by his wife and her lover. The killers,
Shakebag and Black Will were somewhat amateurish.
It had been snowing as they dragged their victim from
his house and when dawn broke all the blood-stained
tracks were visible and led the law officers straight to
the culprits so all but one of the group were hanged.
Alice, his wife, was burned at the stake in Canterbury for
treason. In those days, the husband was considered to
be the ‘king’ of the household. As she was his wife, she
had to be burned, therefore, as this was the punishment
for treason.

By 10 we were in the very centre of Faversham
surrounded by the rich heritage of this lovely town. One
of our guides reminded us of the importance of looking
up and that advice was so rewarding as we discovered
what was behind and above the frontages – rather like in
Wadhurst where, if we really look up, we can begin to
understand its history.
As the pamphlet “A Brief History of Faversham” explains,
Faversham’s history is closely coneected with the creek
and the sea and with its situation on Watling Street (now
the A2), the Roman road between London and Dover.

Standing outside 12 Market Place, we heard the story
of Henry Hatche a “merchant adventurer” who left
his considerable fortune to Faversham in 1533 for the
“betterment and maintenance of the creek, the highways
and to supplement the ornaments of the Parish Church”.
His widow contested the will for 40 years but lost
her claim and then the town began to benefit from his
generous bequest.

The town of Faversham probably started as a cluster of
small wooden huts/”Grub Huts” down by the creek (the
Swale) and they were replaced in later centuries from
the 8th onwards by larger hall dwellings, and thatched
roofs, streets, roads and markets appeared alongside busy
wharves and quays. Various kings held their Councils
in Faversham, the last before the Norman Conquest
being called by King Athelstan, the grandson of Alfred
the Great. In the Domesday Book of 1086, Faversham is
listed as land owned by the King. It later had the right to
hold a market granted by Henry III and Bishop Boniface
in 1252. In Wadhurst, we received that same right from
the same people in 1253. Faversham, however, still holds
its market on Tuesdays, Fridays and Saturdays.

We passed many 14th and 15th century buildings
with their jettied first storeys. The shop Faversham
Furnishing used to be a coaching inn, Maypole was
once a butcher’s and St Crisp(i)an, the patron saint of
shoe/bootmakers used the water from the nearby well.
Wherever you look in Faversham you see history.

Faversham can be summarised by 4 x Bs: Bricks,
Barges, Beer, Bangs – the gunpowder industry was
established in the town c 1561 by a private company
and was a major factor in the prosperity of the town
until 16th April 1916 when there was a huge explosion.
For all the Bs, much water is needed and Faversham
is blessed with many artesian wells and, of course, it
also has the Swale which flows into the Thames and the
North Sea. Faversham became an important port and is
still a member of the Federation of Cinque Ports.

The market hall with the Guildhall above (where the
Council still meets) is in regular use today and is pretty
well intact as a market. Our attention was caught by
the huge Elizabethan timber columns peppered with
nail heads presumably for posters and bills in the old
days. So much to see: the Ship Inn where Toll Boards
for the Medway and a ship’s figurehead still hang in
the coach entrance though the inn ceased trading some
years ago; lovely West
Street with its charming
and photogenic houses
( some pargeted); the
pharmacy of c1240
where the door is below
the level of the street
as the road has been
re-surfaced over the
centuries – we were told
there is a delightful courtyard behind it; the house in
Abbey Street of Richard Marsh who, in the 17th century
recognised James II as he tried to escape from England,
but is better known for founding a brewery which is
now Shepherd Neame.

Bricks were eventually heavily taxed and so the
resourceful builders of Faversham worked out a way of
dodging that particular burden by adapting something
they had aplenty. They
created “mathematical
tiles”
which
they
carefully shaped so
that from the front they
looked like bricks.
As we moved round
the streets we soon
becasme familiar with
mathematical tiles.

One could spend a long time in Abbey Street discovering
its history. The Faversham Society has done what we
have thought of doing in Wadhurst – on the front of
many buildings they have put up metal disks recording
their history: the home of John Trouter who sheltered

In 1147, King Stephen and his queen, Matilda, founded
an abbey at Faversham and that was a massive stone
building that “dominated the town architecturally,
socially and economically”. The Abbot had power
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John took us through the heart of the Brewery to
demonstrate how beer is made from barley and hops.
Samples of different grains that are used to make the
different beers and lagers were also handed out and we
were advised just bite off the heads of the grains and take
them on to the tip of the tongue. The process of extracting
the oil and essences from crushed hops to flavour the beer
was explained. The crushed hops are made into pellets
and samples were handed out again to taste on the tongue.
In contrast with the water, the taste of the grains and the
hop pellets was not very pleasant.

Charles II; on the oher side of the street, the house of
John Wilson, First Master of the King’s Music, appointed
by Charles II; and so many others in all the alleys. The
ASK Italian restaurant has an exterior which apparently
belies its 16th/ 17th century interior. And curiosities like
the water pump by the market, and the cannon instead
of a modern bollard on one street corner - that has been
such a successful coach and lorry deterrent that they are
hoping to install more round the town.
Our walking tour before lunch ended at the Parish
Church – thought to be the second largest Parish Church
in the country after Maidstone – and it is spectacular.

The group were shown three huge circular Vats that are
used in beer production. Two had been purchased in
recent years and the original wooden cladding had been
retained and re-coopered to the new Vats. To enable the
installation of the new Vats, it had been necessary for one
wall of the building to be removed. When the wall was
re-built, some lovely stained-glass windows had been
included showing the history of the Brewery.

As we walked towards it, we were struck by the
elegant ‘crown’ spire of the 18th century. We entered
the Church of St Mary of Charity through the rounded
12th century arched porch and down to the 18th century
interior of this very impressive building with its 14th /
15th century transepts and its mid-Victorian chancel.
All the developments of its history meld remarkably
sensitively together from the Wren-like blue and white
friezes to the multi-coloured painted column c 1307 and
a fresco half-hidden by the organ which give some idea
of how colourful the Church must have been originally.
The Chapel of Remembrance for the two World Wars is
believed to house also the body of King Stephen. The
misericords in the choir stalls are beautifully carved as
are also the well-graffitied choir desks but it is thought
that these probably came from the Queen Elizabeth
Grammar School rather than from the choirboys bored
through lengthy sermons!

We were taken out of doors into “The Street”, which is
a thoroughfare within the brewery site that is used by
all the Brewery staff. Grooves in the brick walls show
where for centuries the horse-drawn drays and wagons
had delivered goods and distributed the finished product
to the outside world. The coming of the Railways played
a huge part in the increased distribution to London and
beyond. A locked door on “The Street” was opened by
John to reveal a very old hop kiln that has been out of use
for many years.
The Brewery museum houses many interesting artefacts
among which are some of the vehicles used by Shepherd
Neame for their deliveries. A short video film about the
apprentice, Cooper,
showed how, once
they had gained
their apprenticeship,
they were initiated
by being forced
into a barrel where
a gooey substance
was poured over
them before they
were rolled down
the Brewery slopes.

The Parish Church is one of the few dedicated to St
Mary of Charity. The dedication seems to be one of the
town’s surviving links with the Abbey whose mother
church in France was dedicated to St Mary of Charity.
Blessed as we were with fine weather, we had enjoyed a
fascinating walking tour round a town which almost no
one on the coach had ever visited. Certainly, it is a town
which is well worth multiple visits.
We now had a pause for a lunch break before visiting the
Shepherd Neame brewery.

After the tour we adjourned to the Bar where we were
each given 6 small glasses of beer or lager approx. 1/3
of a pint. John our guide explained, one at a time, each
different beer and its aroma and taste. 80% of their
ingredients are locally sourced and the other 20% are
purchased from the Czech Republic for the production of
lager. Like other Brewers, beers are produced for other
Companies.

Heather Woodward.
Now over to others to describe their brewery visit.
A very friendly and enthusiastic guide named John
welcomed the group and gave a short talk about the
Company’s 300-year heritage and the Shepherd Neame
family ancestry. He then showed a video presented by
Jonathan Neame who is the fifth generation of the family
to own the Brewery.

Anthony Cosham and Chris Ring

We learned that water, the most important ingredient in
the production of Ale, was very impure before it went
through the brewing process. Ale was therefore the safest
drink and was drunk by men, women and children. To
avoid infections the children were even washed in Ale.
Samples of the water used at the Brewery, and drawn at
the premises from an Artesian well, were handed out. The
water was very pleasant and refreshing.
The Brewery was founded in 1698 and celebrated 300 years
in 1998. However, it has been discovered that Brewing
has been taking place in Faversham since approximately
1540 and originated from the monks’ brewery at the Abbey
established after the dissolution of the Abbey in 1538.
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In preparation for the 2017 Annual General Meeting in the Commemoration Hall on

Wednesday 13th December 2017, 7.30 for 8 pm
please find herebelow the Minutes of last year’s AGM and the Financial Report for this year - 2016/2017

Minutes of the Thirteenth Annual General Meeting of the Wadhurst History Society
held on
Wednesday, 7th December 2016 in the Commemoration Hall, Wadhurst
1. 56 members attended. Apologies for absence were received from the Merediths, the Phipsons, Ian Adam-Smith
and seven others.
2. The Acceptance of the Minutes of the AGM on Wednesday, 9th December 2015 were agreed unanimously,
proposed by Bryan Bell, seconded by Ron Henderson and signed by the Chairman, Heather Woodward, who welcomed
those present and thanked them for coming.
3. Trustees’ Report: David James, Independent Trustee, said he did not wish to duplicate what the Chairman would
be reporting but had been impressed at how the Society was thriving. In future David said that it should suffice for the
Chairman to sum up the year and the Independent Trustees would only make a statement should something be amiss.
He did however stress how much the Society owes to its current office holders most of whom have been in place for over
five years or even since the founding of the Society. Other members should be thinking of taking a turn of responsibility
or at least identifying people who could succeed the current committee.
4. Chairman’s Report: Heather Woodward confirmed that the past twelve months had been even busier than ever
focused on the Centre and the Society itself. The website has prompted visits to the Centre from people far and
wide. The volunteer researchers continue to catalogue and file the considerable material from the collections in our
care. However, this all requires funding for the rent, telephone, broadband, and storage materials and furniture. We
encourage members and interested parties to come down to the Tabard Room and see what we are doing.
Fund-raising included our Henry VIII supper evening, the Spring Fair and another wonderful Garden Party held at the
Merediths’. Besides our publications, we are also selling calendars, cards, and notelets and, whilst not a fund-raiser,
a discretionary charge is now being made for research help, photocopying or photography in the Centre to cover costs.
Everyone has been delighted by the quality of most of the talks arranged by Arthur Dewar and those for 2017 should
be equally intriguing although the published February speaker has had to be replaced due to health issues. Bob Ogley
will now give a talk on 20th Century Kent. The last two meetings of the year were misprinted in the membership card
and should read 8th November and 13th December, both Wednesdays.
Heather thanked everyone concerned for supporting our fund-raising events and helping at meetings as well as those
who have donated artefacts and archive material, or agreed to be interviewed. We are also very grateful to all the shops
and businesses in Wadhurst who help us by selling our goods or advertising our events. Membership outings, however,
were poorly supported and one even lost money. Next year we have Tony Harris returning for another supper evening
on 25th March, and the Garden Party is scheduled for Sunday, 20th August in a venue to be confirmed.
She thanked the committee members for their unstinting support and re-iterated the need to find new people prepared to
give us some back-up (not necessarily as committee members), for example to the Treasurer, preferably with accounting
and/or computer experience. Help with the administration would also be appreciated and Arthur Dewar would like to
find somebody to shadow and help him. Finally, she thanked the ‘other halves’ of the committee members all of whom
put in a huge amount of work on our behalf.
5. Treasurer’s Report: In the unavoidable last-minute absence of Ian Adam-Smith, the Chairman read his report
prepared in advance. The Society had enjoyed a successful year with fund-raising activities producing a profit of
£1225 for the Henry VIII evening, with the Spring Fair raising nearly £1000 and the Garden Party £400. Only the
outings proved loss-makers. Otherwise the income was similar to previous years giving a final total of £7048, the
third highest since the founding of the Society. Expenditure remained similar to previous years with modest increases
in broadband and telephone charges. The rent however has increased 50% now that we have reached the end of our
four-year discount period. Two slow-selling publications will be written down over two years and this is reflected in an
additional charge of £674 resulting in a loss for this year of £820. Initial calculations have suggested that another loss
would be likely in the current year so the decision has reluctantly been made to raise the membership fees to £30 for
family members and £20 for individual membership. Provided membership does not decline and costs remain similar,
this should ensure that the Society breaks even in the current year.
The report was approved by Gill Bishop and seconded by Jenny Hollands.
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6. Election of committee members: Val Tunbridge has resigned but the remaining members of the Committee were
prepared to stand again: nobody new was put forward to augment it. Those standing for the Committee are therefore:
Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Talks Organiser
Outings and Events
Other members
		
		
		

Heather Woodward
Peta Hodges
Ian Adam-Smith
Arthur Dewar
Rachel Ring
Anthony Cosham
Joan Grace
Sheila Mansfield
Philip Meredith

		

Brenda Preston

The election of the Committee was approved unanimously by the meeting, proposed by Ron Henderson and seconded by
Martin Turner. Serena Gadd, David James and John Phipson were retained as independent trustees.
7. Future Plans for the Society: Those present were asked for suggestions for outings and of those put forward there
was a distinct bias in favour of a visit to Windsor Castle. It was also proposed that the Great Houses of Wadhurst could
possibly be the subject of future research. The publications of neighbouring villages were suggested for additional
publicity in addition to Focus, i.e. Ticehurst News & Views, as well as Frant Parish News. And with a view to bolstering
membership numbers, Margaret Lloyd Roberts thought that it would be worth approaching a group of Wadhurst residents
that she knows who are not usually exposed to evening activities.
The formal business of the meeting concluded, glasses were refilled with warming mulled wine prepared by Brenda and
John Preston and hot mince pies handed round. The evening concluded with a delightful and generous concert given by
the Polyphony choir. Its 18 singers, directed by Michael Fields and accompanied by Jane Spurr at the piano, covered a
wide range of carols and traditional music from around the globe spanning several centuries in time and sung in a number
of different languages. It was a tour de force and much appreciated by the audience.

Signed ………………………………………………….
Chairman
Wednesday, 13th December 2017

The Agenda for the Annual General Meeting of 2017 is anticipated to be as follows:
1. Those present and apologies
2. The Acceptance of the Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of December 2016.
3. Chairman’s Report including reports from the Trustees and from other Officers.
4. Treasurer’s Report and tis Acceptance.
5. Election of Committee Members. We are fewer in numbers now and are therefore asking urgently
for volunteers. Would you like to help us for a while so that the Society can continue to flourish and to
maintain the drive which has encouraged many people to support our aims? Please would you join us?
6. Future Plans for the Society and the Centre.
7. Ideas from the Membership for Future Outings and Social Events.
8. AOB
*****

Please bring this Newsletter with you to the AGM – there will be no other copies available.
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Now let us return to what has been going on in
the Wadhurst History Centre:

Joan Gallup (10½) wrote about FETCHING WATER.
Many times in camp, the patrol I was in had to go and
fetch water – we had to keep all the buckets full and
there were a good many. It was not such a nice game
as some of the other work. If you had wellingtons on,
the water often slopped into them and if one had to go
many times a day, it was rather trying and it made my
arms ache. We had to go to the farm which was close
by. We were not allowed to carry a bucket each, as they
were big ones so the whole patrol went and we carried
them between us. Jane finished with a poem and a photo
of four friends in what looks like their pyjamas!:

We have had some very busy times in the Centre recently
with several people at the same time actively involved
with researching or archiving and Rachel is regularly
being contacted about queries on family mysteries and
legends. We have now completed the first summarising
of the Hawkhurst Smugglers’ archive and will soon be
deciding how best to catalogue and archive them so that
they can be easily accessed in the years to come. And
we continue to discover yet more little gems.

Who other than the dear sweet Rangers
“CHESTNUT CORNER”

Would kindly pose in the cold grey dawn,

A Dean who wished to use some new hymn books
in his church gave his Clerk a note to read out when
possible. He did not know the Clerk had a piece of his
own to say: “All those who have babies and wish them
to be brought to the font, please send in their names to
me at once.” The Dean who was stone-deaf thought his
Clerk had read out the note about the hymn books and
rose at once to say: “I should like to add that, for those
who have none, they are on sale at the West Door of the
church from 3 to 4 pm each day. The small ones may
be had for six pence each and there are de luxe ones
with red backs at half a crown.”

Regardless of physical dangers
In attire of a kind none too warm.
(Anonymous)

Dorothy Manktelow (13½) about CAMP COOKING:Cooking in camp was I think one of the hardest patrol
duties. You always had to be at hand almost any time of
the day. Also having to be up earlier to cook the breakfast for other lazy folk and being routed out of bed by
an indignant patrol leader who was already dressed to
come and help cook the breakfast.

11/AM/036
That was a nugget from the Choirboys Magazine - as
is the next one:

Then again to look after the cooking fire on a broiling
hot day makes you feel lazy. When you are cooking
the sausages burn or the treacle sauce upsets into the
fire or else the fire will not burn up and it makes the
dinner late.

“MYSTIFYING MESSAGE”
A Sunday-School representative in London went to
London to purchase a banner for his school but found
he had forgotten the necessary particulars and so wired
his wife to telegraph them to him. It was a bewildered
telegraphist who handed him the telegram:-“Unto us a
child is born, Unto us a child is given: 5ft.6in. long, 4
ft. 6in wide, green front, yellow back.”

Quite a number of vegetables had to be got ready, large
dixies of stew had to be cooked and big enamel bowls
of custard or jelly cream had to be made – this was
very different from the small quantities needed in our
homes.

*****

Breakfast was rather an easier meal than the others to
cook tho’ this being the first meal, the fire had to be lit.
Dinner was a rather harder meal to cook. Two of the
cooks’ patrol had to miss colours and prayers to look
after the dinner to see that it did not burn. The last day
of the Camp it came to the share of the cooks’ patrol to
clean and get the soot off the cooking pots – so we had
to do this while the others went for a trip to the river or
the moors. This was very disheartening as it was the
last possible chance of visiting our favourite places for
expeditions.
Oh dear!

You will remember from the last edition the
extracts from the CAMP LOG BOOK in the shape
of a bell tent, created by our Guides after their
camp in 1930 in Devon…………. so let’s continue a
little:

BC/SB/001
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In this month of November:

17th - 1558 – Queen Elizabeth I ascended the throne, at
the age of 25.

1st – 1512- Michelangelo’s paintings in the Sistine Chapel
first exhibited.

1796 – Catherine the Great died.
1869 – Suez Canal opened.

1993 – The European Union came into existence
following the Maastricht Treaty.
2nd -

18th - 1477 – William Caxton printed the first book in
English.

1755 - Marie Antoinette born in Vienna.

3rd - 1534 – Henry VIII becamse Supreme Head of the
Church of England.

20th - 1917 – First use of tanks in battle at Cambrai.
1945 – Nuremburg war trials began.

1957 – The Soviet Union launched the spacecraft,
Sputnik II.

1947–
Mountbatten.

4 – 1922 – Tutankhamen’s tomb discovered by Howard
Carter.
th

Princess

Elizabeth

married

Philip

22nd - 1497 – Vasco da Gama – the first to sail round the
Cape of Good Hope.

1942 – Defeat of Rommel by Montgomery at El
Alamein.

1963 – Assassination of John F Kennedy.

5th - 1605 – Failed Gunpowder Plot to blow up the Houses
of Parliament and King James I.

1990 – Margaret Thatcher resigned as PM.

6th - 1917 – Conclusion of the Third Battle of Ypres
(Passchendaele).

23rd - 1859 – Charles Darwin published ‘On the Origin
of Species’.

8th –

26th - 1703 – A “Great Storm” lasting two days
devastated the south of England killing at least 8,000
people and flooding the Thames and Severn.

1656 – Astronomer, Edmund Halley born in London.
1793 – The Louvre opened to the public in Paris.

30th - 1874 – Winston Churchill born.

9th 1918 – Kaiser William abdicated in the closing days
of 1st World War and fled to Holland.

*****

1938 – Kristallnacht in Germany when Nazi mobs
burned synagogues and Jewish shops and homes.

As we approach Christmas, some ideas for presents :

1989 - The fall of the Berlin wall.

The Unique WHS calendar for 2018		
£10
WHS Christmas cards				£1.50
WHS Notelets (x 5)				
£3.50
WHS Postcards
50p

10th - 1871 – Explorer, Henry Stanley found David
Livingstone who had been missing for two years.
1951 – The first long distance telephone service
without operator assistance.
11th - 1918 – Armistice signed in Maréchal Foch’s railway
carriage in the Forest of Compiègne.

Publications:
Wadhurst – Then and Now			
£12
Victorian Wadhurst 				£ 9
The Last Prize Fight				
£4
Wadhurst Back in Time: 1901 – 1936		
£15
th
£10
Wadhurst’s Black Sunday: 9 May 1915
Wadhurst in the Second World War		
£12
A Brief History of George Street		
£4
Wadhurst: Town of the High Weald
£12.50
nd
(2 Edition)			

1992 – Church of England voted to allow women to
become priests.
12th – 1942 – Tobruk captured.
13th – 1850 – Robert Louis Stevenson born in Edinburgh.
14th – 1666 – First experimental blood transfusion, using two
dogs, took place in Britain.
Tunnel.

1994 – First paying travellers through the Channel

Tom Lawson’s: Diary of a Young Man 1940 £13.99

1840 – Claude Monet born.

All these publications are available at WHS meetings,
from the Centre on Tuesday mornings, from Barnett’s
Bookshop and from the Old Post Office.

1889 – Jawaharlal Nehru born.
1900 – Aaron Copland born.

*****
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Notes from the Editor.

The Editor would also like suggestions from WHS
members as to any topics you would like to see in
future Newsletters.

The next Newsletter should appear in the New Year.
Please submit comments, ideas, information and articles
for inclusion and also any questions that you may have.
Somebody may well know the answer(s). Such contributions
should be sent to The Editor, Chequers, Stone Cross
Road, Wadhurst TN5 6LR or e-mailed to handew@
waitrose.com before Friday 5th January 2018.

*****

The Editor would like you to answer the
following, please:

•

		

What would you like to see in
your Newsletters?

•

Which articles do you like/ not
		 like?
Thank you.
A few snippets more from the Choir Magazine.
If you want to make a pile of cash these days (1961),
you don’t have to be able to sing, you don’t have to
be able to perform, you just think of a noise and
make it.

*****

With very best wishes to you and your
family and friends for 2018.

Vera Lynn.
When the organ was modernised the local paper
reported: ‘The organist is now able to change her
combinations without lifting her feet’.

*****

Mrs Charles-Edwards, wife of the Bishop of Worcester.
King Edward VII fancied himself as a singer and
consulted the foremost voice coach in the country.
The coach, known for his forthrightness as well
as his professional excellence, heard the King sing
and then said: “Your Majesty would have the most
thrilling voice I’ve ever heard if the upper register
had the power and clarity so desperately lacking in
the lower.

www.wadhursthistorysociety.org

A young naval ensign whose marks in navigation had
not been all that might have been desired was set the
task of shooting the sun to determine the ship’s position.
The vessel was somewhere west of Penzance. The
ensign delivered his results to the Captain and shortly
afterwards the Captain sent for him.

Newsletter printed by
Digital Image Solutions

“Young man, remove your cap. We are now upon a
hallowed spot.”

Cranbrook Road, Goudhurst, Kent TN17 1DY
E-mail: rez@dis-ltd.com

To see more of our archives, consult

*****

“Beg your pardon, Captain?”

01580 456045

“Yes,” said the Captain. “If you have calculated
accurately we are now right in the middle of Westminster
Abbey.”

www.disltd.co.uk

*****
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